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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http://edmontonrasc.com/contact/

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http://edmontonrasc.com
788, 10301 104 St. http://www.facebook.com
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249

Stardust submissions: Submit articles by email to the editor (see above). Please include STARDUST or RASC in the subject so
your email doesn’t end up in the spam bin. Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday before the monthly meeting; see following
page for dates. Any standard document file type is acceptable (MSOffice, OpenOffice, LibreOffice, et al.) but plain text is preferred.
Do not layout and format your article.  Your labour will only be discarded. Submit clearly identified images/graphics as separate
files, do not embed them in the document; indicate captions and references to them within the text. Do not consider your article
successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in T  ELUS   World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza in The Mayfield Common, NE of intersection of 170 
Street and Stony Plain Road. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in room 5-003 of the CCIS  *   Building on the U of 
A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

MEETINGS
Regular meetings are free and open the public

* indicates date bumped by statutory holiday

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions: astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
To subscribe, send a blank email to: astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca 
with the subject line: subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way. 
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Reducing Mach Bands in Composites by Alister Ling

Do you see that brighter vertical band just right of center?
It's  not  actually  there.  Look again  and insist  otherwise,  but  it
remains a figment of your visual processing system.

It  took  two  frustrating  days  of  rehashing  my  code  (for
creating seamless time-slices) and a final painstaking inspection
of brightness values pixel by pixel, for me to conclude the bright
stripe was an optical illusion. After a couple of unhelpful Google
searches, I was still pretty sure this couldn't be a new discovery.
So  I  contacted  Stephen  James  O'Meara,  the  expert  in  visual
observations of the sky, figuring that he would have seen this and

know  the  name  of  the  phenomenon.  In  less  than  a  day,  he
answered me with "Mach Bands":

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mach_bands

Our visual system performs edge-detection on the fly, and
highlights this to us as Mach bands; they appear wherever there
is an abrupt change in shading, in my case, a linear ramp up in
brightness ending at a flat plateau. Mathematically this is called a
discontinuity in the slope. 
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A classic vertical time-slice copies a strip from the left side of the first image, then appends consecutive strips from the next images, in
this case at 5 minute intervals.

Linear gradient mask for blending. Note the "whiter than white" band at the join. There is also a "blacker than black" band on the left
side of the gradient, except that those are tougher to see.
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I'm not a fan of the hard-edged strips, so I figured out how to
use a gradient mask that  softens them by blending an overlap
region. Although this led to a nicer result, I was not satisfied and

so pondered on how to make a smooth background then overlay
the classic time-slice image using the lighten function, which led
me to the following:

It's not a perfectly smooth background across the left half,
but  it's  pretty  decent.  The  Mach  band  near  center  remains
noticeable because the gradient suddenly flattens out.

Google is a lot more helpful when your query contains good
keywords.  It  turns out that  computer graphics  people are very
familiar  with  the  issue,  dating  back  to  1971.  They  are  an
"artefact"  of  the  Gouraud  polygon  shading  technique.  I  put
artefact  in  quotes,  because  unlike  sharpening  and  noise
suppression tools that do leave artificial features, this all happens
inside our heads. Mach bands commonly appear to radiologists
and  dental  technicians,  wherever  there  are  sudden  changes  in
brightness in X-ray images. On the astronomy side, those trying
to tease out fine detail on the surface of Mars or striations in the

cloud tops of Venus, as did Percival Lowell and Schiaparelli, will
be subject to the phenomenon. 

Knowing it is an illusion doesn't make it go away, which left
me annoyed and wondering how I might apply a filter to mitigate
the effect. I fiddled for a half an hour manually "rounding the
corner" at the top of the ramp, which seemed to reduce the effect,
but then left it for the next morning and a refreshed mind to make
a  reasonable  flattened  S-curve.  With  a  good  dose  of  sleep
supporting  me  I  conjectured  that  surely  someone  has  already
figured this out. With the search terms "reduce Mach bands in
computer graphics," Google's first hit was the paper "Methods of
Reducing the Visibility of Mach bands during Gouraud Shading":

http://www.cs.ru.ac.za/research/groups/vrsig/pastprojects/041machbands/paper01.pdf
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Figure 3 from Sean Bangay's paper. His experiments led to him to the two most important parameters: relative width of the transition
to the viewing window, and the curvature at the edges.

Not only is our vision sensitive to a change in the slope, but 
also how quickly this slope changes (in math terms, the second 
derivative). Bangay noted that it goes just past the next level, but 
with diminishing impact. There is a dependence on colour, which
I presume is related to predator-prey detection (yellow is when it 
is most obvious).

The S-shape, termed a sigmoid, is commonly used in image
processing software as  an image-wide contrast-enhancing tool,

and comes with adjustable parameters. Although I quickly found
settings that mitigated the Mach band, the extra contrast created
in each vertical time-slice was distracting. I realized I needed to
keep the linear change through the left strips and have a single
half-S gradient blend for the final transition. Since there were no
significant  transitions  to  follow on the  right,  I  could  take the
liberty to spread the top of the S across a strip that was four times
as wide. The concept was to blend a linear change in the first 0.5
to an arctangent in the remaining 3.75:

Linear function; diagram generated from https://www.desmos.com/calculator . 
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Arctan function; diagram generated from https://www.desmos.com/calculator . 

But of course, the resulting stitch did not produce the hoped-
for result. The slope discontinuities at 0.5 and at 4 (where it goes
flat)  still  triggered Mach bands.  Realizing that  a  Bezier curve
would eliminate the discontinuities,  I  made one to fit,  only to

find that the software I was using, ImageMagick, did not accept
polynomials of that form, only the classic type. Using an online
calculator to interpolate chosen points to a cubic polynomial, I
arrived at a solution: 

The cubic polynomial did not quite have a slope of 1 at 0.5,
but it was an easy stretch in the horizontal to make that happen.
Where it leveled off, I crop it then it would join nicely with the
final vertical slice on the far right. The Mach band disappeared

nicely, but  another  one  showed up at  the  join,  where  the  eye
picks up the subtle discontinuity to a flat intensity. Artificially
adding a very shallow linear gradient to the right side solved it!
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Result:  a  de-Mached  smooth  background  (admittedly  not
100%). Using an offset of a couple of minutes on either side, I
made  two  more  smooth  backgrounds  and  averaged  them.
Combining them and using lighten with the classic hard-edged

time-slice yields the final seamless time-slice (below, and cover
photo). The beauty of this method is that for the next event, it
will take less than 20 minutes of wall-clock time to create this
type of composite!
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The B-side of the Sacramento Mountains Spectroscopy Workshop (SMSW) 2019 by Daisy Alferez

First,  what  is  the  A-side?  Well,  it  was  the  actual  3-day
SMSW that my better half, Jay Lavender, attended on February
22 to 24 at Hotel  Encanto in Las Cruces, New Mexico,  along
with  other  80+  attendees  from  the  United  States,  Canada,
Australia,  New  Zealand,  and  France.  Spearheaded  by  Ken
Hudson and Joe Daglen (both from Mayhill, New Mexico), this
was the second successful SMSW, with the same goal: to help
beginners get  started with astronomical  spectroscopy, and help
the more advanced enthusiasts fine-tune their skills.

Some of the topics during the workshop included: the basics

of  spectroscopy,  presented  by  Francois  Cochard,  a  French
amateur  astronomer  and  co-founder  and  manager  of  Shelyak
Instruments, also the author of the book, Successfully Starting in
Astronomical  Spectroscopy:  A  Practical  Guide;  AAVSO
spectroscopy and amateur spectroscopy projects, presented by Dr.
Stella Kafka, Director of AAVSO; and UVEX (3), a spectrograph
for beginners and some science, presented by Christian Buil, the
author of  IRIS, Image Processing software,  and of  ISIS, image
spectral processing software. Unfortunately, the scheduled setup
and data collection on the night  of Friday (February 22) at  the
home of David Doctor, MD, was cancelled due to overcast skies.

The fun part is the B-side, which is the 3-day adventure of
nine spouses who did not attend the workshop. I consider myself
lucky to have had the opportunity to explore and experience Las
Cruces  with  some wonder  women—from retired  teachers  and
social  worker  to  retired  flight  attendant  and  jeweler.  I  am
referring to Patsy McCleod (Mayhill, NM) who  organized our
adventures;  Catherine Doctor (Mayhill/Las Cruces,  NM) who

was  our  excellent  tour  guide,  and  has  exquisite  taste  in
restaurants;  Frankee  Daglen (Idaho/Mayhill,  NM);  Barbara
Scheuter (Mayhill,  NM);  Lynda  Cooper (Morgan  Hill,
California);  Cathy  Allison (Fort  Madison,  Iowa);  Nathalie
Souchaud (Grenoble,  France);  and  Marie  Tulloch (Winnipeg,
Manitoba).

Day 1. Exploring the historic Old Mesilla Village and New Mexico State University

Prior to the trip, and before we learned that some spouses
were planning for some group activities, I have researched top
things to do and see in Las Cruces. On the top of my list was the
Billy the Kid Gift Shop that used to be the county courthouse and
jail in which the notorious Billy the Kid was tried and sentenced
to  hang.  I  was  fascinated  by  the  myths  about  the  short-lived
journey of this young man. The gift shop also houses a unique
coffee  shop,  the  Wild  West  Express-O.  Thanks  to  Patsy  and
Catherine for helping me cross this off my list, and more. 

The Old Mesilla Village features a lot of unique shops and
restaurants around the square,  such as the Heart  of the Desert
Pistachios and Wine, Legacy Pecans, Julienne’s Jewelry, Del Sol
Mesilla, Tis the Season, and La Posta de Mesilla. At the north
end of the plaza is the Basilica of San Albino, originally built of
adobe in 1855, and rebuilt in 1906. At the center of the plaza is
the  bandstand  with  the  “M’  and  “54”  painted  on  it,  which
commemorates  the  signing  of  the  Gadsden  Purchase on
November 16, 1854 – the last major territorial acquisition within
the contiguous United States.
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Even fervent shoppers get hungry and tired from shopping
and  browsing,  not  to  mention  learning  about  the  town’s  rich
history and culture. We indulged ourselves with great food and
great wine at St. Clair Winery and Bistro located at 1720 Avenida

de  Mesilla.  I  devoured  the  Isabelle’s  Chicken  Salad  (chicken
salad + avocado + toasted almonds + cranberries) in record time.
No  wonder  it  is  Catherine’s favourite.  I  wish  they  sold  their
mimosa dressing by the bottle. 
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Our afternoon  was dedicated  to  visiting  the  New Mexico
State  University  (NMSU)  campus.  First  stop  was  the  Chile
Pepper Institute located at the Gerald Thomas Hall. It’s the only
international,  non-profit  organization devoted to education and
research  related  to  Capsicum, or  chile  peppers.  Next  was  the
Zuhl Museum, home of the Zuhl collection - part art gallery, part
natural  history  museum.  The  Zuhl  Museum  showcases  over
1,800  beautiful  specimens  of  petrified  wood,  fossils,  and

minerals. The last stop was to see Helen Vessel, an  Arthropod
Collection Curator of the College of Agricultural, Consumer, and
Environmental  Sciences  located  at  Skeen  Hall.  Patsy  pre-
arranged  a  brief  presentation  by  Helen  about  arthropods,
arachnids,  bird-eating  spiders,  and  morpho  butterflies,  largest
moth in the world, among other things.
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Day 2. Farmers and Crafts Market, the Museum of Nature and Science, and the New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage 
Museum

While chile peppers and pecans are the most famous crops in
Mesilla  Valley,  we  also  saw  and  tasted  the  ginger-looking
Jerusalem  artichokes,  also  called  sunroot,  sunchoke,  or  earth
apple. The wise local vendor told us that we can get a plethora of
health benefits and nutrients from eating Jerusalem artichokes.
“Sold,” said Frankee and Barbara.

We made a few stops to see the crafts, baking, and jewelry
on display. As the wind was getting stronger, we sought warmth
at  Coas  Books,  a  local  book  store.  A few  of  us  found  some

interesting books to purchase. Then we proceeded to the Museum
of Nature and Science (located at 411 N. Main St.) where there
were  a  few activities  in  celebration  of  Tombaugh  Day.  Clyde
Tombaugh discovered Pluto in 1930, and he lived in Las Cruces
for over 40 years. 

Another  item  on  my  personal  must-see  list  was  the
museum’s Light and Space interactive area which has a four-foot
digital video globe. It only takes a tap on the photo of a planet on
the  Magic  Planet  control  panel  to  change  the  planet  being
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projected onto the globe, while the control  panel also displays
pertinent information about the planet’s attributes.  It  is  such a
nice treat for the young and old alike, astronomy buff or not. On

our way out, we got the chance to peek into a solar telescope said
to be made by none other than the International Space Hall of
Famer himself, Clyde Tombaugh. 

After a sumptuous lunch at  The Shed, located at 810 South
Valley  Drive,  we  went  to  the  New  Mexico  Farm and  Ranch
Heritage Museum. The museum rocks! The number of vendors
for the gem and mineral show - about 60 - was overwhelming. I
think my wallet was experiencing some type of shock because I
didn’t buy a single gem or jewelry. Some exhibits run from three
months to seven years, while some are on long-term display such
as the Peter Hurd’s charcoal studies; Farm Life in New Mexico:

Then  and  Now;  New  Mexico  Colonial  Home,  Circa  1815;
Wheels and Gears; Greenhouse; Sheep and Goat Barn; and the
Historic Green Bridge. On display through August 25, 2019, is
the Dressed for the Occasion which features women’s clothing
from the 1870s to the 1930s. Victorian Era women carry small
purses.  It  may  contain  a  small  hair  brush,  a  handkerchief,
compact for powder, or a small hand gun. Oh, did I mention that
I really love the yellow silk dress?
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On  the  Saturday  evening,  workshop  attendees  and  their
spouses enjoyed a cocktail party with “heavy appetizers,” which
was quite  a  decent  dinner  for  me.  The  event  was an excellent
opportunity to meet and mingle. I had the chance to say hello to

the amazing Dr. Stella Kafka once again. First was during her visit
with the RASC Edmonton Centre in October 2017 when she gave
a presentation on Observing Variable Stars with the AAVSO. 
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Day 3. Hiking on the Dripping Springs Trail and on the La Cueva Loop Trail

A hearty breakfast  at  the Corner Bakery Café  was all  we
needed to prepare for a day hike. The café’s hand-roasted coffee
in various variety (Baker's  Blend,  Café Europa, Hazelnut,  and
Sumatra Decaf) was sufficient to “feed the day” - the café’s tag
line. 

The difficulty level of both trails is rated as moderate. The

Dripping Springs Trail is 2.7 miles in distance (route type: out
and back) and the elevation gain is 413 feet. As the name implies,
the trail also features a waterfall near the Boyd Sanitarium. On
the  way back,  about  300  feet  further  to  the  right  of  the  last
junction is the Van Patten Mountain Camp. There is a loop train
to the main trail which led us back to the visitor’s center.
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The La Cueva Loop Trail is 2.9 miles in distance (route type:
loop)  and  the  elevation  gain  is  482  feet.  The  La  Cueva  rock
shelter is an archaeological site located at the foot of the Organ
Mountains. The cave was reportedly the home of Giovanni Maria
Agotini in the 1860s, known to local folks as “El Hermitano,” the

Hermit. Some of the narrower trails were lined with elephant ear
cactus, and I can say that I have slapped an elephant ear cactus -
by accident - and I was lucky my hands didn’t get poked by the
thorns.
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At the end of our trek, we all got hungry and thirsty. And
what  better  way  to  celebrate  the  culmination  of  our  3-day
adventure than to have drinks (and late lunch) at Pecan Grill and
Brewery, just  a  block  away from Hotel  Encanto.  Patsy  had  a
well-deserved  12-glass  flight  of  specially  brewed  craft  beer,

which she shared with us. I am not a beer expert, but I love the
taste of the Pecan Ale. And for food? Of course, the Green Chile
Stew (green chile + pork + potatoes, topped with white cheddar
cheese) is to die for. 
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This charming city has lots to offer for everyone, from all
walks of life, all year round—from festivals that celebrate food,
history,  tradition,  music,  and  the  arts  to  being  part  of  space

tourism (i.e., future commercial space flights). And, the locals are
down-to-earth, friendly, and welcoming.
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Other fun facts about Las Cruces:

 Virgin Galactic had set up offices in Las Cruces as the base of its operations in New Mexico.
 A replica of the Virgin Galactic spaceship (SpaceShipTwo) was temporarily installed in front of the Las Cruces City Hall in April 

2018—in time for the inaugural Las Cruces Space Festival held on April 12-14, 2018. The spaceship was removed in November 
2018.

 The 2019 Las Cruces Space Festival is scheduled for April 7-13, 2019. Learn more at www.lascrucescvb.org/2019-las-cruces-
space-festival.

Did you know?

● One of the minor planets/asteroids discovered by Clyde Tombaugh (on October 9, 1931) is called (Asteroid 3310) Patsy, named 
after his wife, Patricia “Patsy” Tombaugh.

● Clyde Tombaugh died on January 17, 1997, in Las Cruces, at the age of 90; he was cremated. A small portion of his ashes was 
placed aboard the New Horizons spacecraft.

● Mountains of Opportunity is the slogan for the City of Las Cruces. Indeed, it is, not only for business and careers, but also for 
visitors and for those interested in buying a second home. Canadian snowbirds, what do you think?

Photo credits: Joe Daglen, Nathalie Souchaud, Marie Tulloch, Barbara Scheuter, and Daisy Alferez.

President’s Report by Geoff Robertson

Mercury put on a fine show in the last part of February and
early March. I know many of you were out in the cold to observe
and photograph it. March of course brings the arrival of spring
and Daylight Savings Time. While losing an hour of darkness in
the  evening  is  annoying,  I  look  forward  to  the  warmer
temperatures. 

The casino was a success. Thanks to all the volunteers who
stepped up. I’m sure Luca will have more information for about
this at a future date. 

When I’ve done presentations to students or youth groups
I’m usually asked what my favourite planet is. I always say it’s
Earth. What can I say, I’m a homer, why else have I wasted so
many hours  this  year  watching the  Oilers.  Now if  they asked
what is my favourite planet to look at through a telescope, I’d say
Jupiter. Sure Saturn has the rings, you can see markings on Mars,
but  only  for  a  few months  every  couple  years,  but  Jupiter  is
always interesting. I’d tell them it’s the largest planet in the solar
system and is easy to spot. The equatorial bands, the movement
of  the  Great  Red Spot  as  the  planet  rotates,  the  dance  of  the
Galilean Moons, and the shadow transits they produce, Jupiter is
fun and interesting. 

Jupiter reaches opposition this year in June, so why am I talking
about it now?

Forty years ago this month Voyager 1 made its historic flyby
of Jupiter. Jupiter changed for me. It went from a planet with a
dozen moons to one with dozens more, it had a ring, a magnetic
field more intense than previously believed , one of its moons
had  volcanoes  and  another  a  sub-surface  ocean.  Voyager  1
changed our view of Jupiter. Its moons were no longer points of
light in a telescope, they were places. Yes, Pioneers 10 and 11
had been the first probes to reach Jupiter, but they did not reveal
the planet and its moons like Voyager 1. 

 Voyager 1 continued to Saturn before heading up above the
plane  of  the  solar  system  and  into  interstellar  space.  After
Voyager 1 left Jupiter behind, six more spacecraft visited it. Two
went  into  orbit,  three  used  Jupiter’s gravity  to  continue  their
journey further out into the solar system and one used the planets
gravity to send it back to the inner solar system to study our Suns
polar regions. All of these craft have added to our knowledge of
Jupiter but it is when the scales fell away from our eyes for the
very first time that I remember.

Clear Skies.
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